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Nicole worked together with her to put up a show since she was shut out from
Glory Entertainment. Nonetheless, she had cleared the debt that she owed Glory
Entertainment and had successfully left Glory Entertainment due to the expiry of
her contract.

“I no longer stand a chance here. I can only head overseas. Fortunately, I’ve
received invitations from a few management companies from overseas now.
They’ve invited me over to shoot some sort of… literary films,” she said.

Sophia knew what she wanted to film—pornography.

Nicole forced out a smile. “What else can I do other than to take part in a film?
Even though my sister’s medical bills have been assured, the orphanage still
needs me to fund them. The previous director had passed away and most of the
volunteers had left.

Now that I’m the new director, there are dozens of children waiting to be fed.
Moreover, there were two newcomers last month. By only relying on the charity
funds, it was barely enough to support them. If I’m unemployed or if I stop
shooting films, all of them will have to starve… It’s good for me to film overseas
where the people can accept it better over there. In fact, no one knows me there,
and I can earn quick money.”

After a short conversation, Sophia left. Nicole stared at the empty coffee mug and
spaced out. Until now, she still could not figure out Sophia’s background.



The air ticket was already in her bag, and she was ready to head overseas to film
pornography. Even though it was not something to be proud of, it had a better
pay thanks to the vigorous media hype.

No matter what kind of films she would film, it would be better than her dark days
in Glory Entertainment, where she would need to sleep with men every day.

Nicole heaved a sigh before standing up. Her phone in her handbag then
suddenly rang at this moment. It was a call from an unknown number.

She had received calls from a lot of unknown numbers recently as many foreign
directors had contacted her and most of them were to invite her to film
pornography.

As before, she had accepted the call. She had not decided which company to
devote herself to, so she would work for whichever company that offered her
better pay.

The speaker over the call didn’t sound foreign this time, and she heard the caller
saying, “Is this Nicole Walker? I’m Gabriel Reid from Imperial Entertainment
management company. I heard that the contract between you and Glory
Entertainment has ended. Are you interested in coming over to Imperial
Entertainment?”

At that moment, Nicole was in utter disbelief. Imperial Entertainment was the top
entertainment company in the entire entertainment industry in Cethos!

Unlike Glory Entertainment, Imperial Entertainment was not as high-profiled as
them. They kept it low-key. They did not have a lot of talents, but every single
one of them were highly talented. Imperial Entertainment even brought up the
two best actors in Cethos who had received the Academy Award as best actors.

Imperial Entertainment had a high threshold of entering the company and they
would not accept any ordinary celebrities. Unlike Imperial Entertainment, Glory
Entertainment would bring in young stars with high popularity who had little to



none acting skills. In contrast, Imperial Entertainment would turn their nose up at
them.

Am I hearing it right? Imperial Entertainment had actually taken the initiative to
invite me over?

“That’s right, I’m Nicole Walker. I’ve haven’t signed any contracts yet!”

Sophia was feeling down as she walked out from the café.

What had happened to Nicole had made her feel depressed. If luck was not on
her side for her to meet Michael, her current situation would not differ much from
Nicole’s. She would be down and out and feeling hopeless.

Hale parked the car outside of the entrance while he waited for Sophia. He
immediately opened up the car door the moment he saw Sophia coming. She
could see Michael sitting inside the car while he worked with some documents on
his laptop.

“Is everything settled?” Michael closed his laptop when he saw Sophia coming in.

Sophia nodded when she entered the car. “Everything’s well taken care of,” she
then said.

Michael had known about all the troubles she had caused these few days, but he
had never given her any reactions. He did not ask about it as well. He was fine
with it as long as she was happy.

Michael pinched her cheek lovingly before he leaned in to give her a soft kiss.
Silly chica.

Due to the incident that had happened to Nicole, Glory Entertainment’s act in
ruining Taylor’s reputation was forced to stop. The shock caused to the public
due to Nicole’s livestreamed suicide was way more immense compared to the



dug-up dirt spread across the Internet. Nicole had continuously shown up on the
news headline for quite some time.

About the few matters that were being mentioned when Nicole livestreaming her
suicide, the public had shown major curiosity. Nonetheless, Nicole had never
made an appearance to make things clear.

The public started to visualize the scene in their own heads by using their
imagination after being unable to get a clear explanation from Nicole. Within a
short while, dug-up dirt on Glory Entertainment had spread all over the Internet.

Some people had broken the news mentioning that Glory Entertainment had
constantly let their celebrities sleep with different people in exchange for funds to
support their A-list actors.

Some had even said that the female celebrities under Glory Entertainment would
have stand-ins even though it was mentioned by the company that no stuntmen
were recruited. Moreover, Nicole was the stand-in herself.

She did not only have to take up minor roles, but she also had to become a
substitute for fight scenes and also a voice actor. Most actors from Glory
Entertainment would have their entire body replaced by the stand-in actors other
than their face.

The others had even said that Richard had slept with nearly every female
celebrity in Glory Entertainment. Before the incident had happened, he had
asked Nicole to enter his office alone to discuss something.

In short, various sorts of news had spread throughout the public. Glory
Entertainment was currently trying their best to cover up all the rumors. The
rumors on Taylor had finally come to an end, but there was simply no news from
Imperial Entertainment; they simply refused to respond. They even needed
Taylor’s fans to repair his reputation.



After a few days from the day the incident had happened, the silent Imperial
Entertainment had suddenly held a press conference. They had announced that
Nicole had officially signed a contract with them and they would be responsible
for everything regarding her show.

The public’s opinion was all over the place and various conspiracy theories
started to get spread around. They were all suspecting whether it was Imperial
Entertainment’s plan all along, with ruining Glory Entertainment’s reputation as
their goal.

After Imperial Entertainment had held the press conference, they remained silent
once more. They did not take any actions no matter how the outside world made
their guesses and stated their remarks.

Another two days had passed. The first military action movie in Cethos, ‘War
Dragon’, which was highly anticipated, had started their promotions. They started
releasing posters of the actors who had taken part in the film.

This movie was produced by an extraordinary crew and it was a big production
where vast investments had been put in, garnering tons of attention. After the
previous disturbance had ended, a huge crowd of fans had requested to replace
Taylor as the male leading role in the movie, but the official production team of
‘War Dragon’ had not made any responses until now.

Everyone paid close attention to the cast posters and they wanted to see
whether Taylor had been replaced. However, little did they expect to see the first
poster being the photos of Nicole Walker, who was acting as the female leading
antagonist!

It was rumored that the role was supposed to be played by a female celebrity
under Glory Entertainment, but why had it suddenly become Nicole’s role?

Although it was the role of an antagonist, the scenes of the character were
important. How could they let an actor who had only played minor roles take up
this task?



No one could understand what had happened, for the movie crew and Imperial
Entertainment had remained silent once again.

Regarding the issue of Imperial Entertainment signing Nicole as an artist, Sophia
was astounded. She thought that Imperial Entertainment would no longer recruit
new celebrities. To her, Imperial Entertainment was a company that was about to
go into bankruptcy; even Michael did not care about it.

When he was slandered by the netizens, Imperial Entertainment did not even
make a single clarification. As for now, they had actually signed a contract with
Nicole and had listed her as one of cast for the upcoming movie.

Nonetheless, Sophia was inexplicably excited.

She had planned all this drama with the intention to mess with Richard and
rescue her idol who was being slandered by the netizens along the way. After the
crisis, Taylor’s rumors had started to fade away itself. As long as it was given
some time, the truth behind those unfounded rumors would be exposed. This
was all done for the sake of her idol!


